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Only a test report with detailed description of the proofed items and the measuring procedure can 
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use the results in your advertising without our permission. 

 
Table 1 GF Hakan Plastik. Measurements of April 5, 2018. Sound pressure levels measured in the 

installation test facility. Test object was the wastewater system "GF HAKAN SiLENTA 
PREMIUM LOW NOISE PIPE 110x5.3, PP, 13/01/18" (manufacturer: GF Hakan Plastik). The 
wastewater system consisted of straight plastic pipes and fittings and pipe clamps with 
elastic inlay "GF hakan 4’’ 110-119,116-125, with spacer 7 mm" (manufacturer: GF Hakan 
Plastik). In every storey (EG and UG) two clamps were installed (details see figure 2). The 
basement bend consisted of 2 x 45° bends. 

 
 
 

 
  

Wastewater system "GF HAKAN SiLENTA PREMIUM LOW NOISE 
PIPE 110x5.3, PP, 13/01/18" (manufacturer: GF Hakan Plastik). 
The wastewater system consisted of straight plastic pipes and 
fittings and pipe clamps with elastic inlay "GF hakan 4’’ 110-
119,116-125, with spacer 7 mm" (manufacturer: GF Hakan 
Plastik). In every storey (EG and UG) two clamps were installed 
(details see figure 2). The basement bend consisted of 2 x 45° 
bends. 

Flow rate [l/s] 

0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 

Airborne sound pressure level La,A [dB(A)]  
according to EN 14366 in the basement test-room  

UG front 40 44 47 50 

Structure-borne sound characteristic level Lsc,A [dB(A)] 
according to EN 14366 in the basement test-room 

UG rear 
<10 
(-2) 

<10 
(3) 

<10 
(8) 

13 

Installation sound level LAFeq,n [dB(A)] following 
DIN 4109 measured in the basement test-room 

UG front 40 44 47 50 

UG rear 
<10 
(2) 

<10 
(7) 

12 16 

Installation sound level LAFeq,nT
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ [dB(A)] following 

VDI 4100 measured in the basement test-room 

UG front 37 42 45 48 

UG rear 
<10 
(-2) 

<10 
(4) 

<10 
(8) 

13 
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Figure 1 GF Hakan Plastik. Measurements of April 5, 2018. Test set-up for the wastewater system "GF 
HAKAN SiLENTA PREMIUM LOW NOISE PIPE 110x5.3, PP, 13/01/18" (manufacturer: GF Hakan 
Plastik). The wastewater system consisted of straight plastic pipes and fittings and pipe clamps 
with elastic inlay "GF hakan 4’’ 110-119,116-125, with spacer 7 mm" (manufacturer: GF 
Hakan Plastik). In each storey (EG and UG) respectively one double clamp was installed at the 
lower wall area and one single clamp at the upper wall area. To reduce contact to the pipe, 
the single clamp and the lower part of the double clamp were mounted with 7 mm space 
between the locking tabs of the clamp (one 7 mm spacer on each side). The clamps were fixed 
to the installation wall with dowels and thread rods (figure 2). 
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Figure 2 GF Hakan Plastik. Measurements of April 5, 2018. Test object was the wastewater system 
"GF HAKAN SiLENTA PREMIUM LOW NOISE PIPE 110x5.3, PP, 13/01/18" (manufacturer: GF 
Hakan Plastik). The wastewater system consisted of straight plastic pipes and fittings and 
pipe clamps with elastic inlay "GF hakan 4’’ 110-119,116-125, with spacer 7 mm" 
(manufacturer: GF Hakan Plastik). In each storey (EG and UG) respectively one double clamp 
was installed at the lower wall area (lower picture) and one single clamp at the upper wall 
area (upper picture). To reduce contact to the pipe, the single clamp and the lower part of the 
double clamp were mounted with 7 mm space between the locking tabs of the clamp (one 
7 mm spacer on each side). The clamps were fixed to the installation wall with dowels and 
thread rods. The basement bend consisted of 2 x 45° bends. 


